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The challenges of moving from loved ones, friends, and other regular people—through this difficult
transitional time, reminding readers they are not alone. This reserve of compelling stories about this
later-in-life event, frequently unforeseen in its timing and scope, delivers points of look at from the
parents, adult kids, and professional move managers.downsizing decisions pertaining to These reallife problems of conversation, personal possessions, and sharing and sustaining memories convey
the love, compassion, disappointment, and perseverance experienced by those coping in one home
to another are generally faced by both generations: seniors and their adult children. The grace and
grit exhibited in these true tales—the elderly will bring solace through inspiration.
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A must browse for everyone! When I purchased this book Dad had currently passed on and Mom
was in an excellent nursing home.] . Fritzi does an excellent job in relating the stories. So in thinking
the book no longer pertained to me I put it aside. But a trip to see my child graduate from the
united states Marines Corps offered me the opportunity for some book reading so I grabbed that
one and continued my way, I was not prepared for the influence that this book could have on
me.You don't need to go very far into this book to start to see the gift that the author has with
people, not just older people but their kids and grandchildren. Ms.. Ms Gros-Daillon clearly has a gift
for writing but I also think that it was the subjects in her book who were the stories and she kindly
and skillfully shared them with us. Some of the true people written inside were youthful and had
growing households and still had to handle what they thought wouldn't normally eventually them
concerning their loved ones until much later within their lives. Are Mom & Also, the collection of
subjects covers almost all circumstances, and the family members and their interacting functions.
Read this initial and it'll be much easier for all when that point comes.As we siblings gathered to
decide what to do with Mom's things the realization of how to proceed became bigger than we
thought. Her perspective can help anyone dealing with these difficult life issues face the trip with
more understanding and self-confidence. The book is incredibly easy to read, and yet I came
across myself lost in believed at the end of each chapter as the examples are so true-to-life. I, as
well, have helped to go several families because they aged. Essential read for everyone. This is
simply not a clinical book by any means.I also want to thank the author for sharing her personal
encounters, she knows what she actually is writing about; the balance between grace and grit.
Heartwarming insights! Ms. Gros-Daillons' insights into the challenges most of us face as kids to
your parents are truly priceless. Her work in the industry illustrates the need and importance for
tolerance and compassion when confronted with the issues of aging. Each tale provides a much
needed perspective that is hard to see from leading lines. Already I've found that 4 of the tales
apply to situations I am in presently. Each story gives a unique perspective you need to 'live to
believe'. Well, in this instance, she's done the living, faced these difficulties head on, and can offer us
meaningful wisdom that can only come from first hand knowledge. The book is definitely
heartwarming and well written as if she is right there next to you every step of the way. Thought
provoking, insightful, sensitive, and humorous! Many thanks for sharing Fritzi! A must go through for
anybody who has aging parents or family. Great book with superb tips for anyone who has retiring
parents -or family. The situations, attitudes and perspectives from those affected open up your eyes
to the realities of maturing. Dotted with heartwarming stories we can all relate to, and easy to read. I
gave it as a gift to a baby boomer whose parents are getting ready to proceed to a nursing home,
and she enjoyed it. This is a wonderful book. This is a wonderful book. It helps to comprehend the
complexity of losing independence as one ages, and methods to deal with the many challenges of
aging. A great resource for those coping with aging, all of us. Read It Before YOU WILL NEED It.
Excellent book. interactions", you will too. I also possessed a residential cleaning service for 30
years, and encountered most of the problems addressed in this publication. I believe these delicate
subjects were handled with understanding, compassion, and timely ideas for making the hard
decisions. For just one day, ultimately, you'll be elderly and out of necessity someone will have to
make decisions for you personally.. I would recommend this publication to everyone since all of us
grow .... I would suggest this publication to everyone since all of us grow outdated one of
nowadays, and the book gives handle to cope, not only as a caregiver, also for self. It isn't dry
reading, and even though you don't think you will need a reserve on transitioning older people I
suggest you read it anyway. Father okay? Tips on how to manage. Loved this book! It offers great
insight into the challenges adult children and their aging parents face. Fritzi possesses great

empathy in working with both generations. Mother was poor so cash wasn't the issue but sentiment
runs deep and emotions can run high. A must read! Insightful Great book giving insight in dealing
with elderly parents.. Must browse book! A very good read!... Essential read before you have to
make these lifestyle decisions. Inspiring and insightful. Great and common insights in how to deal
with ageing parents...and how to cope and reach resolutions and solutions Great insight into
universal issues re aging parents and offspring . The writer gave valuable insights in caring for the
elderly. Fritzi really captures the challenges of Aging for both adult children and their parents.at some
point in time, everyone will value the stories and information in this publication. The primary focus of
this book is to assist you as you make the journey from having maturing independent mother or
father(s) to assisting them to gracefully quit the independence so near and dear to them. This book
is helpful and insightful I ordered this book mainly because a reference for the key challenges we
face as we grow older. Her website is fantastic at [. I possibly could hardly place the book down
and by enough time I completed it I was grateful for the trip I had just taken through the author's
eyes.. Before I had a chance to really open the publication to start out it Mom passed away... Let
you know you are not alone in your decisions. That is a wonderful reserve to start out
conversations with loved ones, and to really think deeply as a reader.and her interview that aired on
Dec 24 is well worth a listen.. Individually, I sent a duplicate to each of my children, for me one day
time, and because of their in-laws.podcast can be found after it airs in [.. Well worth reading, and
even better to share!] Spoken from the Heart Fritzi Gros-Daillon has written a beautiful book in
exquisite fine detail about the lives of several families facing the emotional struggle of moving an
elderly family member(s) in one residence to a new one. Whether it's to be nearer geographically to
extended family, or to a service, the action of deciding what to keep, dispose of, or share with
family presents emotional challenges to both the aged family member combined with the adult
children. Something special indeed!Gros-Daillon offers captured this struggle in a manner that gets
the reader in the home of older people parent (if not inside the person's head) to witness the fear,
the anger, the frustration, the trepidation, the sadness, and resignation of leaving one's home on
somebody else's terms.. Fritzi really captures the problems of Aging for both adult . It is important for
us to remember that we are not by itself when confronting these problems, and any insight can
make a positive effect for all associates of a family managing the transitions of lifestyle. She touches
upon scenarios to which we are able to all relate. The writer crafts an extremely interesting group of
vignettes which are interspersed with common wisdom and quotations.. We are not done with this
but I learned therefore much about "factors vs..
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